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Summary

A tomographi inversion adjusts seismi reetion amplitudes to remove distor-

tions aused by spatial variations in the transmission properties of the overly-

ing earth. These variations reate distintive patterns on displays of reetion

amplitude versus soure-reeiver o�sets and midpoints. These patterns are

inverted for amplitude orretions that remove the transmission distortions.

The methodology is demonstrated on a strong \bright spot" reetion under

a large �lled hannel in the Gulf of Mexio.

Transmission anomalies are de�ned at eah point in a depth model as a

frational inrease or derease in wave amplitude. These hanges in amplitude

sale multipliatively along raypaths. An inversion of transmission anoma-

lies (i) minimizes errors between modeled and piked amplitudes, (ii) uses

a quadrati objetive funtion for easy optimization, and (iii) distinguishes

reetivity hanges from transmission anomalies. Reetion raypaths are es-

timated by reetion tomography for interval veloities.

The e�ets of hannel irregularities greatly obsured the observed ampli-

tude versus o�set in the Gulf of Mexio dataset. The transmission anomaly

model reonstruted reorded amplitudes aurately and removed the orre-

sponding interferene patterns. Most transmission anomalies were imaged near

the top of the hannel. Loal fousing and defousing of waves by veloity vari-

ations an explain these perturbations of amplitudes. An anomaly does have

di�erent e�ets on reetions at di�erent depths.

Introdution

Einar Kjartansson [7℄ demonstrated that surfae reetion seismi data on-

tain useful information on transmission amplitudes between the surfae and
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reetor. Assuming linear raypaths, he produed images of transmission losses

as a funtion of vertial traveltime, with an inverse muh like a slant-stak

transform. Sine then, the analysis of reetivity with reetion angle has

reeived wide appliation [2℄, but generally without onsidering distortions of

amplitudes during transmission.

I invert transmission amplitude anomalies more exibly as a funtion of

depth and orret for these e�ets before interpreting hanges with angle. I

do not assume any partiular mehanism for the perturbation of transmitted

wave amplitudes, but I do expet strong ontributions from loal fousing and

defousing of wavefronts by veloity anomalies. The model assigns a single

frational inrease or derease in amplitudes to eah point in depth.

Observed transmission anomalies

Figure 1 shows a migrated seismi image of reetivities from the Mississippi

Canyon Area of the Gulf of Mexio, spanning 12km and reahing an imaged

depth of 2.5km. A large produing gas sand reates a \bright spot" with

anomalously large reetivity at 2.2km depth (approximately 2.3s). A ree-

tion from an interfae with positive reetivity should appear as a blak �lled

peak. From the water bottom reetion at 0.5km depth to approximately

1.2km depth is a large �lled hannel with a very irregular erosional disontinu-

ity. The interior ontains poorly imaged satterers and few oherent reetors.

This depth setion was derived from tomographially estimated interval velo-

ities, as desribed in Harlan et al [5, 6℄.

Unmigrated, unstaked seismi data were examined on a workstation as

a three-dimensional volume. Minimal preproessing inluded deonvolution,

hyperboli moveout orretions to atten reetions over o�set (the distane

between soure and reeiver), and a gentle time-varying gain to balane the

amplitudes of weak bakground reetions over time. Trae balaning removed

irregularities in soure strengths and hydrophone reeptivities. Beause of

unorreted lateral veloity anomalies, the strong gas reetion showed non-

hyperboli residual moveouts on the order of a wavelength.

The strongest negative amplitude peak was traked and piked onsistently

over o�set and midpoint (the enter of soures and reeivers). Figure 2a plots

these piked amplitudes over midpoint (labeled Distane) and o�set. (For

omparison, the median absolute value of all preproessed amplitudes is near

10.) The \bright spot" appears as the darker region over midpoints 4200m

to 8000m. Changes depending only on midpoint are learly due to hanges in

reetor strength. Most striking are diagonal streaks that hange with both

o�set and midpoint. Most prestak analyses of amplitude would interpret eah

midpoint independently, emphasize hanges with o�set or angle, and produe

misleading results.

The lower part of �gure 3 (based on Claerbout [3℄) represents possible
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anomalous streaks in �gure 2a. The upper part of �gure 3 shows inter-

preted raypaths passing through isolated transmission anomalies. (We assume

straight lines and at reetors in this artoon.) The geometry on the left

assumes an anomaly at the surfae, so surfae-onsistent streaks should ap-

pear over o�set and midpoint at a 60 degree angle, along onstant soure and

reeiver oordinates. Surfae-onsistent trae balaning should remove suh

anomalies. An anomaly just above a reetor (indistinguishable from an ir-

regularity in the reetor) perturbs amplitudes along a onstant midpoint.

When an anomaly appears between the surfae and reetor, as on the right

of �gure 3, then the pair of streaks will make an angle less than 60 degrees,

as in the piks of Figure 2a. The width of a streak inreases with the depth

of the anomaly beause the Fresnel zone inreases. An anomaly smaller than

a Fresnel zone may not be detetable.

Inversion/orretion of anomalies

To invert the piked amplitudes in �gure 2a, we hoose a model that (i) min-

imizes errors between modeled and piked amplitudes, (ii) uses a quadrati

objetive funtion for easy optimization, and (iii) distinguishes reetivity

hanges from transmission anomalies. The methods of Harlan et al [6℄ identify

ommon reetion points in depth and reonstrut their raypaths. For eah

ommon reetion point, indexed i, let a

i;j

be the piked prestak amplitude

for a olletion of soure-reeiver pairs, indexed by j. For eah of these piks,

we onstrut raypaths whose Cartesian oordinates x

i;j

(s) are a funtion of

distane s along the ray from soure to reetor to reeiver. Let r

i

be hosen

as a median referene amplitude for eah reetion point i so that the values

a

i;j

=r

i

are as lose to 1 as possible for all j. Let t(x) desribe the transmission

perturbations of amplitudes throughout the region overed by raypaths. Per-

turbations are assumed multipliative and linearized by logarithms. A model

of amplitudes â

i;j

is de�ned by an integral of perturbations along the raypath:

â

i;j

= r

i

exp

�

Z

t[x

i;j

(s)℄ds

�

: (1)

The anomalies t(x) are parameterized as a spatially ontinuous sum of smooth

overlapping basis funtions.

A diret minimization of errors between the piked and modeled amplitudes

would introdue unneessary non-linearity in the optimization. The following

damped, weighted least-squares objetive funtion is ompletely quadrati in

t(x) and allows fast, stable optimization by the onjugate gradient algorithm.

(The gradient is linear.)

min

t(x)

X

i;j

[r

i

log(a

i;j

=r

i

)� r

i

log(â

i;j

=r

i

)℄

2

+ �

Z

t(x)

2

dx: (2)

The small damping fator � is the ratio of the assumed variane of noise (ad-

ditive to a

i;j

) divided by the variane of t(x). This optimization equivalently
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minimizes errors between a

i;j

and â

i;j

beause log(x) � x� 1 when x � 1.

Figure 4 shows suh a reonstruted image of transmission anomalies t(x)

in gray values as a funtion of midpoint/distane and depth. (Equation (1)

integrates these magnitudes in meters.) Solid lines show the water bottom

and piked reetor. Strong anomalies appear in the upper portion of the

hannel �ll. Negative values, displayed as light grays, indiate a weakening of

amplitudes passing through these points. Most weakening anomalies are also

anked by a pair of amplifying anomalies, in dark grays. The ombination

of weakening and ampli�ation argue for veloity irregularities that defous

energy.

The orreted amplitudes a

0

i;j

in �gure 2 remove transmission e�ets,

where

a

0

i;j

= a

i;j

exp

�

�

Z

t[x

i;j

(s)℄ds

�

: (3)

The orreted reetivity of the bright spot beomes somewhat less negative

with o�set (a strong lass III reetion). Interferene from weak multiple

reetions appear as horizontal stripes at onstant o�sets.

Although a referene value r

i

was assumed for the reetivity, the opti-

mization an ompensate for a poor hoie with a transmission anomaly just

over the reetor. To avoid biasing the orreted amplitude piks with the

assumed value, the integral in the orretion (3) should not inlude the region

just above the reetor.

Although not immediately obvious, a reetivity that hanges with o�set

and angle, but not with midpoint, annot be reprodued by the model (1). A

false transmission anomaly that attempted to reprodue one inreasing am-

plitude with o�set would ause erroneously dereasing amplitudes at other

reetion points. Thus, amplitude hanges that depend only on reetivity

will be preserved.

A simultaneous inversion of many reetors did not improve the image of

spatial variations in transmission properties. Rather, the e�et of a transmis-

sion anomaly on di�erent reetors appears inonsistent. The e�ets of loal

fousing and defousing may hange with distane from the anomaly.

Conlusions

Amplitude tomography an be a simple extension to existing methods of re-

etion tomography for veloity. A quadrati objetive funtion allows stable

inversion of multipliative perturbations in transmitted amplitudes along ray-

paths. These transmission anomalies should be routinely examined and or-

reted before interpretation of reetivity versus angle. Images of anomalies

potentially ould delineate inhomogeneities assoiated with gas, overpressure,

or stratigraphy.

More rigorous modeling of transmission wave phenomena ould inorpo-
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rate methods of di�ration tomography [4, 8, 9℄, but generalized for an extra

order of sattering, with Born and Rytov approximations for the reetion and

transmission e�ets. Moreover, the wave fousing by transmission anomalies

is frequeny-dependent [1℄.
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1. A migrated seismi image of reetivities from Mississippi Canyon

in the Gulf of Mexio, spanning 12km and and reahing an imaged depth of

2.5km.

FIG. 2. (a) Piked amplitudes as a funtion of midpoint and o�set, along a

strong \bright spot" reetion at 2.2km depth. (b) A best-�tting reonstru-

tion of �gure 2a, using equation (1). () Piked amplitudes with transmission

e�ets removed by equation (3).

FIG. 3. A geometri explanation of anomalous streaks in �gures 2a and 2b.

Above, irles outline transmission anomalies that a�et ertain reetion ray-

paths. Below are orresponding o�sets and midpoints that would be a�eted

by these anomalies. (After Claerbout [3℄).

FIG. 4. Estimated transmission anomalies in depth that reonstrut the mod-

eled data in �gure 2b. Strong anomalies appear near the top of the �lled

hannel. Solid lines show the water bottom and piked reetor. Dimensions

are idential to those of �gure 1.


